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The original version of this article unfortunately con-
tained a mistake. The pdf version of the article was
missing the correct Fig. 4. Instead, the pdf used the Fig. 4
title and legend on page 10 for Fig. 3 panels I–P. The
Venn diagram in the true Fig. 4 has been dropped
from the pdf. The correct figure can be found below.
We apologize for the mistake. The original article has
been corrected.

Fig. 4 Venn diagram of shared and gender-specific predictors of
recurrence. Red arrows indicate an increased, and black arrows
indicate a decreased concentration was associated with risk of
recurrence of depression. rrMDD subjects were followed prospectively
for 2.5 years: n= 42 females (24 with recurrence, 18 no recurrence), 20
males (11 with recurrence, 9 no recurrence).
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